The Gelato Placemat


Working with Gelato fabric is fun...when you know the secrets.

With so many beautiful colors, the hardest part is choosing!

Cut the Gelato fabric along the fold. Place both layers right side up. This is a critical step and is necessary to for your placemat to twist properly.

The B rectangles are cut from the lightest areas of the Gelato fabric.

The A rectangles are cut from the darkest areas of the Gelato fabric.

Cut two rectangles and two squares as shown.

Sample made with Gelato Fabric MAS11216-903 Pink-Orange-Yellow Multi

Label the right side corner of B rectangle on the lightest side. Cut away the B corner as shown.

Label the left side corner of the A square on the darkest side. Cut an A quarter circle from each A square.
Sew the A quarter circle to the trimmed B piece. Make two.

Cut half circles from the pieced A/B rectangle. Cut two.

Label the right side of the A rectangle. Cut two half circles.

Construct two endcaps following instructions on pages 7-8 in the Braided Twist book.

Coming Soon...
New Video---*How to make a Braided Twist Placemat*
New Video---*Making the Blossom with Gradation fabrics*
Both Videos feature Maywood Gelato Fabrics!